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France’s charm, Switzerland’s cordiality, and 
Germany’s romance – those who visit the 
Upper Rhine Valley will find themselves in the 
most beautiful parts of these three countries� 
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For some, living in the countryside but still working in the 
city thanks to quick and convenient public transportation 
options still remains a dream� In the Upper Rhine Valley, 
this dream is a reality, even across national borders! 
However, the realization of optimum mobility requires the 
right urban development concept� In turn, these concepts 
include a sustainability-oriented perspective in the areas 
of energy use, energy efficiency during construction, as 
well as waste, sewer, and water management� This in-
creased focus on sustainability also ultimately expands 
into every individual’s life in the areas of food production 
and processing� 

The polycentric region of the Upper Rhine Valley offers 
the highest levels of science and technology, as well as 
culture and nature� With this brochure, we invite you to go 
on a “tour d’horizon” and discover our multi-day itiner- 
aries, which are broken down into seven different sus-
tainability topics� All trips are organized across borders, 
i�e� they include sightseeing opportunities in two – some-
times even all three - countries in the Upper Rhine Valley: 
Germany, France, and Switzerland� While travelling, you 
will enjoy the beautiful landscape beside your profession- 
al program and catch a glimpse on cultural landmarks� 

www.upperrhinevalley.com

Information
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Cities around the world are suffering from an increase of 
private transportation, and those who live on main roads 
have an increased risk of illness due to noise pollution and 
exhaust emissions� 

The private transportation boom that occurred in the 1960s 
and 1970s led individual towns in the Upper Rhine Valley 
to develop transportation concepts at an early stage� In 
the early 1970s, the first pedestrian zones were built in 
the city centers and are still being expanded today� At the 
same time, municipalities focused on the expansion of 
public transportation by establishing new lines for buses 
and trams� Administrative units also joined together with 
transportation associations to win new customers with 
attractive monthly passes� In the 1980s, work began on 
building a network of bike paths, which is supplemented 
today by non-intersecting bike “expressways” to make bike 
traffic faster with the help of bridges and tunnels� 

Today, all larger cities in the Upper Rhine Valley place an 
increasing emphasis on traffic calming measures� Park & 
Ride locations are set up on the periphery and multilane

MOBILITY

Travel with public transportation from your home in the 
village directly to the office in the city; this is made pos- 
sible with public transportation systems that run on re-
gular train tracks, but function like a tram within the city 
as you can see in Karlsruhe and Mulhouse�
Cross-border commuter railway lines (S-Bahn) also offer 
commuters a convenient alternative to the car� Also in 
focus: bike parking garages, car sharing, pedestrian 
zones, and shared space� 

roads in the inner cities are being removed bit by bit� New 
neighborhoods are being designed without parking 
spaces in front of the buildings, and cars are parked in 
neighborhood garages� 

The Modal Split serves as a way of measuring success, 
and the goal is to reduce car traffic in a city like Freiburg 
to 20%, thus increasing the quality of one’s stay in the city�

WORKSHOP:�MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION 
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WORKSHOP: BUILDING WITH ENERGY STANDARDS

WORKSHOP: SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENTMore and more people around the world live in cities, thus 
resulting in a concentrated consumption of resources in 
urban areas� For quite a while now, the finite nature of 
fossil fuels has been acknowledged and international 
politics are focused on global climate change� 
In the future, what can architecture and urban planning 
contribute to ensuring a secure supply of resources in the 
cities and a high quality of life? 

The Upper Rhine Valley recognized early on that purchas- 
ing power is removed from city centers when large super - 
markets with enormous parking lots are built on once- 
open fields� Today, the mission statement for urban 
planning in the region is “a city of short distances” in which 
residents don’t need a car to get to work or go shopping� 

Growing cities with limited space for construction are 
dependent on internal development and the utilization 
of former industrial, commercial, or military areas� This 
results in an interesting mix of old and new buildings and 
neighborhoods with a special flair� 

Today, the active participation of citizens plays a huge 
role in all urban planning and ensures the necessary 
identification of residents with their living environment�

ARCHITECTURE AND CITY PLANNING

The largest cost factors in a house’s lifecycle are heat- 
ing, cooling, and water� From low energy and passive to 
zero and plus energy building methods, we now have 
ample choices for controlling energy use in new buildings 
and regulating that of older ones� Explore select, trend-
setting solutions�

This workshop focuses the different characteristics of 
Basel, Freiburg, Mulhouse, Strasbourg, and Karlsruhe� 
Freiburg, or “the capital of the Black Forest” and the “Green 
City”, has less industry than the trade fair and industrial 
city of Basel, whereas social integration is the main focus 
in Mulhouse due to its large immigrant population�

As the seat of the European Parliament, Strasbourg 
aims to achieve an inter-municipal development axis 
with 50,000 new residents� With its technical college, 
Karlsruhe actively invests in the training of the region’s 
future architects and urban planners� 
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Ever since the nuclear disaster in Fukushima, the phas- 
ing out of nuclear power in Germany and Switzerland is 
pretty much a done deal� Municipalities, counties, and 
regions are developing power supply concepts in coop-
eration with their citizens with a high proportion of re-
newable energies� 
Residents, skilled craft businesses, and local communi-
ties in the Upper Rhine Valley have been concerning them-
selves with the use of renewable energies for over 40 years 
now� 
Citizens’ initiatives have taken the future of solar-powered 
energy firmly into their own hands, and annual solar trade 
fairs motivate them to invest their own money in renew-
able energies! 

Wind turbines, solar roofs, and small water power sta-
tions jointly funded by citizens have sprung up in addition 
to private solar roofs and biogas plants� Geothermal facili-
ties are also a source of eco-friendly energy� 
In 2011, a regional parliament already made the ambitious 
resolution to satisfy 100% of the region’s power needs and 
50% of their heating needs with renewable energies by 
2030� 

Today, several villages in the Rhine Valley already produce 
40 – 100% of their household electricity with solar power 
systems, and other villages in the Black Forest already 
produce up to 300% of their needed power with high-
output, weak-wind turbines� 

ENERGY

The Black Forest boasts more and more wind turbines; 
photovoltaic facilities reap solar energy from rooftops; 
and run-of-river hydropower plants and hydrodynamic 
screws use the gaps in rivers, streams, and canals to 
generate energy�

Eco-friendly hotels, industrial companies, and housing 
construction companies rely on the conservation of energy 
and make use of all energy efficiency and renewable 
energy products on the market, from subsequent thermal 
insulation, groundwater cooling systems, LED lights, and 
pellet heating to solar thermal energy, photovoltaic, and 
small wind turbines� 

WORKSHOP: RENEWABLE ENERGY AND
 ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Three countries, many solutions: in Basel, they have re-
cently begun to collect waste in underfloor containers, 
resulting in lower costs and less odor pollution� Alsatian 
farmers have joined together to use spoiled food from 
shops and restaurants for the production of biogas� 
Former landfills on the German side of the Rhine River 
are being converted into “energy mountains” that use 
landfill gas and generate solar energy and wind power� 
Lectures, excursions, and discussions with experts will 
present you with the best examples of waste manage- 
ment in the Upper Rhine Valley� 

Over the past decades, the amount of waste per capita 
has multiplied worldwide because of economic growth, 
increased consumption, and the use of more and more 
packaging materials� Even in our region, every citizen still 
produces several times their own body weight in waste 
annually� 

This is why waste prevention is listed first above waste 
processing in the European Waste Directive, where waste 
prevention education begins as early as preschool� The 
Upper Rhine Valley has long taken this approach and 
implemented various waste education programs� The 
handling of unavoidable waste can also be improved in 
many ways, as waste can be both a source of energy and 
raw material� 

Together with Austria, Germany is Europe’s leader in re- 
cycling; Freiburg, for example, has been setting new 
standards for years now with its record-breaking recycl- 
ing rate of almost 70%�
In 2000, Switzerland already stopped the dumping of 
household waste into landfills, and the waste heat from 
the incineration plant in Basel supplies more than 20,000 
residents� Meanwhile, the Alsace region is regarded as 
France’s “star student”, where decreased waste production 
is rewarded with lower taxes�

WORKSHOP: 3 COUNTRIES, 3 SOLUTIONS IN
 WASTE MANAGEMENT
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The offerings of environmental education institutions 
such as conservation centers, ecological stations, forest 
homes and kindergartens, farms, and associations all 
foster a direct connection with nature and the landscape� 
Depending on size, they offer everything from permanent 
and temporary exhibitions, consultations, and excursions 
to courses, seminars, and hikes suitable for every age 
and interest� 
You will visit various educational institutions in the region 
during the workshop, which concludes by discussing 
which ideas and solutions could be implemented in your 
own country� 

WORKSHOP: FOCUSING ON 
 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

1514

The amounts of unspoiled nature around the world are 
diminishing more and more every year� The reasons for 
this are varied; ecosystems are driven back by the search 
for raw materials, the cultivation of agricultural products 
and energy plants, and the expansion of residential areas� 
Biodiversity is also decreasing from year to year� Plants 
and animals are becoming extinct and measures to protect 
these species often come too late� 

In addition, fewer and fewer compromises are found at 
international climate protection agreement meetings, as 
economic interests often outweigh the preservation of a 
livable environment for future generations� 

In Europe, it has become apparent that we need to change 
the way we think about these issues, and the Upper Rhine 
Valley is leading by good example� Habitats have been 
mapped out and red lists of endangered animal and plant 
species have been compiled� This serves as a foundation 
for designating large protected areas such as protected 
landscape, national park, biosphere reservation or int-
ernational Ramsar areas�

NATURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

It is important for everyone that uses the countryside, such 
as those working in agriculture, forestry, and tourism, to 
cooperate in order to successfully protect the local nature 
and landscape� Animal and plant species are protected 
locally through the networking of habitats or through 
visitor management measures� In large urban areas,  
green roofs contribute to an increased biodiversity, much 
to the enjoyment of city beekeepers�
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After several food scandals, organically produced foods 
are currently the trend in Europe� Today, there are various 
farming associations like Bioland, Demeter, Naturland, 
and the very successful Ecovin Association for viticulture, 
and the diverse spectrum ranges from small, family-run 
farms to almost 400-acre-large estate farms for milk, 
eggs, meat, grains, soy, asparagus, and potatoes� 
Sixty years ago, a pioneer community in the Freiburg 
region began farming organically according to Bioland 
guidelines� Today, over 20% of the available area there is 
used for growing organic vegetables� 

Organic market gardens deliver high-quality vegetables 
that are sold at farm shops and weekly markets� Small 
organic food shops have developed into powerful organic 
supermarkets, and the conventional food retail trade has 
begun to purposely include organic products in their own 
range of products� Canteens and restaurants also offer 
excellent organic menus� This workshop also presents 
the entire value chain for organic wine, from special soil 
treatment and vine care to the winery and marketing in 
the wineries’ tasting rooms�  Year after year, the region’s 
winegrowers win gold and silver medals for the extremely 
high quality of their product�

ORGANIC AGRICULTURE 

Within the workshop framework, we will get to know the 
different kinds of operation, farming methods, marketing 
lines, and applied research in organic farming� Visits 
to farms, organic supermarkets, and a health food 
wholesale operation are planned, and lunch is included 
for all participants� In addition to learning more about 
an organic vineyard, you can also taste wines with an 
expert winemaker� An especially interesting highlight is 
witnessing the production of high-quality goat cheese in 
a certified goat milk dairy�

WORKSHOP: PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND 
 MARKETING OF ORGANIC FOOD
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Take a look behind the scenes at waterworks in big cit-
ies like Basel and Karlsruhe, and see how river water is 
made into drinking water through natural purification 
processes� 
Increasing soil sealing and climate change can increase 
the risk of floods; efforts made to prevent this include 
a mix of green rooftops, seepage systems, and reser-
voirs that you can visit� 
The flood retention of the Rhine, on the other hand, 
deals with completely different dimensions� The reten-
tion polders on the French side, for example, can hold 
back water covering an area of ca� 1,400 acres and 7�8 
million m³�

Water is a scarce and precious resource; only a small 
percentage of the world’s water is actually suitable as 
drinking water� Today, more and more conflicts surround- 
ing the use of water arise as a result of climate changes 
and varying interests� Part of the world’s population 
doesn’t have secure access to clean drinking water� Today, 
large volumes of water are used for the cultivation of 
agricultural products and the production of goods� In this 
case, one refers to virtual water� 

In the Upper Rhine Valley, special importance is placed 
on the responsible use of water as a resource, as well as 
the use of new and innovative technologies� Cities like 
Basel and Karlsruhe are located in the Rheinaue forests 
and draw ground water from deep wells, and their water-
works take water from the Rhine River and make it into 
drinking water through natural purification processes� 
Increasing soil sealing and climate change can increase 
the risk of floods, which leads urban areas to use prevent- 
ion efforts like large green roofs, tanks, and planted 
soil filters covered with reeds� In the frame of a unique 
Integrated Rhine Program, large, natural retention bases 
have been built along the Rhine River in the middle rea-
ches of our region, so that cities such as Cologne and 
Rotterdam won’t be flooded in high water�

WATER MANAGEMENT

WORKSHOP: POTABLE WATER, FLOOD 
 RETENTION SYSTEMS AND MORE
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The Innovation Academy e�V� presents you with practical 
examples of how sustainable development can be real- 
ized in urban and rural areas� This non-profit organizat- 
ion relies on knowledge transfer and is recognized as an 
official project of the United Nation’s “World Decade of 
Education for Sustainable Development”� The Innovation 
Academy e�V� is an official partner of both the city of 
Freiburg and the Upper Rhine Valley, and is very well net-
worked throughout the three-country region� Founded in 
2004, the academy now has 6 full-time employees and 
20 freelancers� 

Every year, the academy’s services are booked by 320 
delegations with 6,000 participants from more than 
40 countries� Our one-day and multi-day workshops, 
summer schools, and excursions are di-rected towards 
trade delegations in the areas of politics, administration, 
economy, and environmental protection� The Innovation 
Academy e�V� also welcomes students and scientists from 
international universities and research institutes� 

Together we will visit innovative and future-oriented 
model projects, as well as companies and institutions in 
the three-country region shared by Germany, France, 
and Switzerland� The Innovation Academy e�V� also 
offers trade tours to other European destinations like 
Frankfurt, Munich, Hamburg, Copenhagen, and Malmö� 

LOGISTICS

We make sure that you remain mobile� Would you like 
a large tour bus that picks you up at the airport, or do 
you need a minibus with driver? Do you need tickets for 
public transportation, or would you like to go with the 
even more environmentally friendly option of testing the 
new bike “express-ways” with a bike or e-Bike? All of this 
can be arranged for you in cooperation with our partner 
companies� 

Highly qualified field instructors will provide important 
impetus for your own projects� Of course, you also have the 
opportunity to put together your own tailor-made program�

INNOVATION ACADEMY
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Carefully selected accommodation belongs to any multi-
day stay in the region� All categories are available, from 
inexpensive backpacker options to 5-star hotels� Before 
beginning your tour, you can enjoy fueling up with an orga-
nic breakfast buffet� Would you like a multi-course meal 
in first-class restaurants for your delegation, or would 
you prefer a cheaper option for your student group? We 
also offer original solutions, like a typical Black Forest 
cottage dinner or an organic wine tasting with “Flamm-
kuchen”, a stone-baked, thin-crust pizza made with crème 
fraiche, sliced onions, and smoked bacon� 

SEMINAR ROOMS

We will choose the ideal facilities for your seminar or 
event from various options within the Upper Rhine 
Valley� These could be prestigious rooms of historical 
significance, seminar rooms from public institutions, or 
rooms at innovative companies�  

OVERNIGHT STAY AND BOARD

INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATIONS

Our goal is for you to be able to take as much information 
as possible back home with you, as well to ask important 
questions in your native language on site� Our translation 
team is here to interpret the more widely-used world 
languages� In addition to English, French, Spanish, and 
Portuguese, translation services are also available in 
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Russian� 

FRAMEWORK PROGRAM

We also offer support for organizing leisure activities 
during your program� Options include guided hikes and 
bike tours, as well as visits to historic sites and tourist 
attractions in the region�

Examples of the contents of 1- to 3-day specialized 
travel programs are each listed on the topic pages of this 
brochure� A detailed program is then created according 
to each customer’s individual needs� 

Please contact:

Innovation Academy e�V�
Bertoldstr� 45
79098 Freiburg - Germany
Tel�  +49 761 400 44 81
Fax� +49 761 400 26 30
E-Mail: info@innovation-academy�de
www�innovation-academy�de 
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With cuckoo clocks, Bollenhütte (women’s traditional folk 
hat), Black Forest farms, and Black Forest cake, the Black 
Forest region is the epitome of a cozy German vacation� The 
Rhine Valley and southern Palatinate are characterized by 
a mild climate which produces not only good wines, but 
also fruit, chestnuts, and almonds� This area is also a 
modern industrial and cultural landscape, a huge leisure 
area, and a proverbial Mecca for active, action-starved 
vacationers� 

www�schwarzwald-tourismus�info 
www�suedlicheweinstrasse�de
www�suedpfalz-tourismus�de

BLACK FOREST AND 
SOUTHERN PALATINATE
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Whether planning a day trip, a hiking adventure, or relax- 
ing holiday, Alsace is an ideal destination and also one 
of the most dynamic, albeit smallest, economic regions 
in Europe� In Alsace, the whole year is peak season; the 
cultural calendar is filled to the brim, and gourmands, 
cultural travelers, nature lovers, art connoisseurs, and 
athletes are always welcome� This region appeals to all 
the senses with its majestic castles, Romanesque and 
Gothic churches, romantic half-timbered houses with 
colorful roofs, decaying castle ruins at the heights of 
the Vosges Mountains, small winding streets in the old 
districts, and art collections of world renown! 

www�tourisme-alsace�com

ALSACE
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The region around Basel is unique in all of Europe; a 
multicultural population on the French-German border 
makes this region distinctive, cosmopolitan, cheerful, 
and innovative� In direct proximity to the vibrant city of 
Basel, the so-called “Basel land” surprises visitors with 
its scenic beauty, cultural diversity, and many insider tips� 
The fall and winter days free of fog are legendary, and 
the view of the Alps and surrounding areas are simply 
breathtaking� The region’s Augusta Raurica is the larg- 
est Roman settlement north of the Alps, boasting tem-
ples, theaters, and arenas that are 2,000 years old� One 
can observe legendary Swiss craftsmanship not only in 
the watches and knives, but also in the perfect hiking trail 
network that runs across the Jura Mountains� 

www�basel�com

BASEL REGION
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ACCESSIBILITY

Kanton Basel-Landschaft Kanton Basel-Stadt

PARTNERS
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design: ukw-freiburg.de

Dieses Projekt wurde von der Europäischen Union kofinanziert – 
Europäischer Fonds für regionale Entwicklung (EFRE)�
Projet cofinancé par l’Union Européenne – 
Fonds européen développement régional (EFRE)�
This project is cofinanced by the European Union – 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)�

Der Oberrhein wächst zusammen, mit jedem Projekt�
Dépasser les frontières – projet après projet�
Transcending borders with every project�

C/O�Freiburg�Wirtschaft�Touristik�und�Messe�GmbH�&�Co�KG
Rathausgasse�33,�79098�Freiburg�im�Breisgau�(Deutschland)
Phone:�+49�(0)761�38�81�12�16
urv@fwtm�de�-�www�upperrhinevalley�com
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